NLG Chapter Charter Amendment

WHEREAS Article 3.4 of the National Lawyers Guild’s Constitution discusses “Denial of Chapter Charter Application”; WHEREAS Article 2 of National Lawyers Guild Bylaws provides for the “Dissolution of Chapters”; WHEREAS at present time not all functioning chapters currently have been issued a Chapter Charter. The following to be adopted in total.

The Chapter Charter is the official recognition of a local chapter by the national organization. Any National Lawyers Guild Chapter that otherwise meets the requirements of a Chapter in the NLG Constitution and Bylaws as of January 1, 2022, shall receive a Chapter Charter, if it does not already have one. The Chapter Charter shall have effect on January 1, 2022. Any new chapter after January 1, 2022 will need to apply for a charter through the National Executive Committee.

Implementation of this resolution to be conducted by the Membership Director of the National Lawyers Guild, who has been consulted and supports this amendment.

Proponent: Maggie Ellinger-Locke (ellinger.locke@gmail.com)